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Where We Started

Budget reductions
� 5% - 2009/10

� 7% - 2010/11

� 2% - anticipated for 2011/12

Your budgets?  Flat or ?



Why SkyRiver?

Potential for dramatic cost 
savings!

MSU realized savings of 

$80,000 US per year



MSU Plan in 2009

Purchase cataloging services through SkyRiver

Purchase resource-sharing services through OCLC

Commitment to Resource Sharing and National Database

Contribute records to OCLC by loading holdings/batch 
loading/data loading

� At a fair and reasonable price

� In support of resource-sharing



The Move to SkyRiver

� Saw SkyRiver prototype in July 2009

� Installed SkyRiver at MSU on 8/18/2009

� Ran SkyRiver and OCLC simultaneously until 
November

� Met with OCLC sales rep on 10/15/2009
� Cut off cataloging 11/1/2009

� Plan to upload holdings, asked for a confirmed cost

� Expressed interest in continuation of NACO and CONSER

� Began working exclusively on SkyRiver 11/1/2009



OCLC Response

12/15/2009:
� “uncharted territory”

� data loading requires a cataloging subscription

1/29/2010:
� data loading subscription quote through 6/30/2010 at a 
prorated charge

� = annual charge of $74,000 or 2.85/record



Batch Loading

Karen Coyle:  Coyle’s InFormation

“There appear to be more libraries that batch load their 
records into OCLC than ones that catalog on OCLC. In 
the 2008/2009 annual report, OCLC states … "the 
number of items cataloged by batch loading increased 
to 241.8 million, up from 212.1 the previous year...." 
They also state (p.2) that the total of cataloged records 
plus batch loaded records was 278.3, meaning that 
batch loading accounted for 87% of the records added 
to OCLC that fiscal year.”

http://kcoyle.blogspot.com/2010/07/skyriveriii-v-oclc-
lawsuit.html



Implications

What does $2.85 per record mean?

No $ savings to move to SkyRiver

No ability to add or delete holdings to current records on 

OCLC for our ILL partners

� Impact on ILL/libraries

� Impact on OCLC



OCLC Response

2/12/2010:  Letter to OCLC members from Larry 
Alford, Chair of the OCLC Board
� Contention that actions such as ours seek to undermine the 
WorldCat database

� Implication that  participation in OCLC cataloging is 
required to support WorldCat

� Asks:  Should libraries without cataloging subscriptions 
“have access to the resource sharing and other value-added 
activities that those who are full participants and members 
enjoy?  And if they do have access, then at what price?  
Should they be asked to pay the full freight for that resource 
sharing?”



MSU Reaction

2/24/2010:  Letter from Director Cliff Haka to ILL 
Partners
� “MSU sincerely wishes to contribute its SkyRiver records to 
the OCLC database for utilization by other libraries and in 
support of ILL activities, but the suggested cost structure is 
prohibiting this from occurring, to the detriment of every 
OCLC member.”

� “MSU currently pays $88,500 to OCLC to participate in 
resource sharing … [this] does not seem like freeloading.”



Why SkyRiver?

� Competition = Choice

� Did not set out to enable competition to 
OCLC, but based on their response …



Competition = Choice

Bibliographic Utilities

� 1986:  OCLC, RLG, WLN, UTLAS

� 1996:  OCLC, RLG, WLN

� 2006:  OCLC



Competition = Choice

� Mergers and acquisitions in the library automation 
marketplace

� Marshall Breeding, Library Journal, Automation 
Marketplace, April 1:

� 2009:  “Nonprofit OCLC continued its buying binge of 
commercial library automation companies.”

� 2007:  “The latest round of consolidations reduces 
competition significantly.”



Competition = Choice

Resource-sharing solutions are shrinking

� RLG Shares [RLG acquired by OCLC]

� VDX [purchased by OCLC]

� ILLiad [OCLC has been exclusive distributor
of ILLiad software since 2000]

� Pigasus [purchased by Autographics and
disappeared]



Competition = Choice

� “Business 101 would tell you that the existence of 
a competitor brings prices down in the sector.”

• Karen Coyle:  Coyle’s InFormation

� Competition increases the likelihood of 
responsiveness and improved services



What next?

� Due to OCLC quote of nearly $3 per record, we 
were forced to abandon our original plan

� Alternatively:
Growth of ArticleReach Direct consortium

2 UK libraries

RAPID

MeLCat

Pursuing other resource sharing approaches



Frequent Questions

� Quality of Sky River records – “good enough”
or “cataloging lite” quality?

- High quality, equal and in some ways 
better than OCLC

� Has our cataloging backlog grown?

- Not at all!

� Have our cataloging statistics dropped?

- Not at all!



Cataloging Statistics Comparison
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Frequent Questions

Isn’t the SkyRiver Database too 
small?

�We find the records we need

�Submit Request for Record

�Response in 48 hours

�Revolutionize workflow for holdings



Frequent Questions

� What did we lose?
� NACO

� soon to be restored, launch 11/17/2010

� CONSER

� Current holdings in OCLC for our resource-sharing 
partners

• What did we learn?
� Staff are more flexible than we thought

� Project is more about change management than about 
the product



Frequent Questions

How did we decide to move ahead?

WILL
� Belief in what we are doing

� Leadership from Director and Administrators

� Listening and Communication

� Unwilling to buckle to pressure

� Spirit of innovation and adventure

� MSU “can-do” attitude

� Superior quality of SkyRiver



Staff reaction



Staff Reaction/Opportunities

“SkyRiver at Michigan State University Libraries:

A Brief Overview”

Joshua Barton and Lucas Mak, MSU

ALCTS newsletter online June 2010

http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/alcts/resources/ano/v
21/n2/feat/system.cfm



Controversy - An Interesting Blog

Barbara Fister
Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, MN

� "We Have To Destroy Sharing To Save It“

� “The tragic irony is that OCLC believes it can't survive if others can share 
the records that we willingly share, because the benefits of sharing was 
the whole rationale for creating OCLC in the first place.”

� “I am no fan of the companies suing OCLC, but I don't consider OCLC's 
actions when Michigan State tried to continue to contribute to OCLC 
while finding a cheaper cataloging utility a simple public relations 
misstep. It was business as usual …”

� http://www.libraryjournal.com/lj/community/academiclibraries/88642
2-419/we_have_to_destroy_sharing.html.csp



Blogs, continued

Rick Mason post

� One Possible OCLC Solution

� “Divide OCLC in two.”

� oclc.org and oclc.com

� http://www.libology.com/blog/2010/08/
02/one-possible-oclc-solution.html



In Closing

� MSU’s long-term engagement with OCLC

� Not-for Profit vision lost

� Cataloging revenues underwrite products that 
compete with the private sector

� We are standing up because we do not want a 
library world without competition

� We are more convinced than ever that we took 
the right course



Contacts at MSU

Clifford Haka, Director of Libraries

hakac@msu.edu

Nancy Fleck, Associate Director for Technical Services

fleckn@msu.edu

Colleen Hyslop, Senior Associate Director

hyslop@msu.edu


